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The Public Key Infrastructure of the Radiological Society of
Germany
B. Schütze1), M. Kämmerer1), G. Klos1), P. Mildenberger1)
1) Johannes Gutenberg-University of Mainz - Department of Radiology, Mainz, Germany

Abstract
PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) encoding is based on the Public Key Procedure and permits the safe transmission of
medical data. Furthermore it allows the use of an electronic signature provided that used keys belong to the key
owner and that the key owner’s identity is guaranteed by a trusted third party. Under the auspices of the Radiological Society of Germany (Deutsche Röntgengesellschaft, DRG) its IT-Working Group (Arbeitsgemeinschaft
für Informationstechnik, @GIT) build up an appropriate Certification Authority including the required PublicKey-Infrastructure. These @GIT certified PGP keys allow the legal use of telemedicine in Germany. Digital signatures based to those certified keys correspond to the advanced signature according to the German signature
law.

1

Purpose

In Germany patients’ data must be encoded before
transferring [1]. A Public-Key-Infrastructure (PKI) is
an essential condition for a safe and legally incontestable usage of the available cryptographical solutions.
As a side effect that one leads the use electronic signature, presupposed integration into the radiological
Workflow, for a faster availability of the diagnostic
reports for the referring physicians [2].
Up to now any system providing physicians with a
qualified signature is not existing in Germany. Projects to establish a ‘patient’s card’ and a ‘health professional card’ are still under planning. According to
existing time schedules it will be introduced not before 2006. Several IT-experts had already expressed
their doubts about keeping that schedule, though.
However, establishing a ‘health card’ without qualified signature is conceivable yet, as long as this item
will be provided later on. Since there is actual need
for a basic infrastructure as prerequisite for telematic
applications, a PGP-based PKI initiative under the
auspices of the DRG had been founded at the “85th
German Radiography Convention”.

2

Materials and Methods

The PGP encoding is based on the Public-KeyMethod. Any user has got at least two keys, one public key and one secret key. The public key is available
for potential communication partners, the secret key
must be protected against the access of third parties.
The data will get encoded with the public key of the
communication partner and can only be decrypted by
using the secret key of the addressee.
The sender uses his private key to create the digital
signature as follows:
1462

1. A Hash-function creates a ‘fingerprint’ of the electronic document.
2. This ‘fingerprint’ is encoded with the private key
of the signer, using an asymmetrical proceeding
(best known is RSA).
The encoded fingerprint is the digital signature. Verifying the signature requires the signature itself, the
original data and the public key. At first the signing
procedure is reverted and the signature decoded with
the public key, thus getting the Hash-value which is
included in the key. Since Hash-functions are oneway-functions it is not possible to get the original data
that way, but out of the attached original data the
Hash-value is generated. This newly won Hash-value
is compared with the transmitted Hash-value. If both
values match, the digital signature is authentic.
To ensure the authenticity of keys and confirm the
identity of the attached person, the public keys can be
signed by third persons/institutions. A key which had
been signed by a trustworthy person or institution
(and which had not been voided, meanwhile) is trustworthy, and the attachment of the person/institution
named in the key to that key is granted. This mechanism of mutual signing and confiding forms the socalled “web of trust”.
However, in Germany data (e.g. clinical findings)
which are solely transferred via the “web of trust” are
not considered legally equal to those conventionally
signed by hand. According to the German Signature
Law, achieving such legal equality requires the application of a so-called “Qualified Signature”. This signature may be issued and administered only by qualified institutions (“Trust Centers”). Only individualrelated signatures are accepted, though. Furthermore
their validity is temporarily limited to 5 years and
they have to be stored for at least 30 years. All this
results in relatively high costs.
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Alternatively an own public-key infrastructure (PKI)
can be set up. According to state-of-the-art technology, PKI is a method which grants authentication,
identification, confidentiality and unambiguity of
electronic data – in this way creating an infrastructure
to issue and administer cryptographical keys [3]. Thus
the attachment of key to a certain person is granted
[4].

3

Results

Since there is actual need for a safe telecommunication, the German Association of Radiology (DRG)
determined to act as certificate authority (CA) and to
guarantee the positive attachment of key to key
owner. For this the DRG signs (and even offers the
possibility to create, if demanded) private PGP-keys
at public events (e.g. the German Radiology Convention and the DICOM-meeting). The CA of the DRG is
operated by its IT-Working Group (Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Informationstechnik, @GIT).
Thus DRG, respectively @GIT, created a Public-Keyinfrastructure (PKI). According to state-of-the-art
technology, PKI is a method which grants authentication, identification, confidentiality and unambiguity
of electronic data, in this way creating an infrastructure to issue and administer cryptographical keys [3].
The Public-Key-Infrastructure forms a technical basis
of telemedicine [5]. Without it a confidential, protected and legally obligatory communication between
hospitals, medical practices, patients et al is not possible.
To make the required public keys available to communication partners, the DRG set up a “PGP key
server” on the Internet (http://www.radiologieinformatik.de/keyserver/). The key-server is an OpenSource-product (PKS, http://pks.sourceforge.net/)
which is used by the “Computer Emergency and Rescue Team” of the German Research Network (Computer-Notfall-Team für das Deutsche Forschungsnetz,
DFN-CERT), too.
The keys signed by the DRG or @GIT fulfil the demands of advanced signature according to § 2, 1 (2)
of the German Signature Law:
1. The signature is exclusively attached to the key
owner.
2. The keys had been produced by procedures which
are exclusively under the key owner’s control.
3. The identification of the signature-key-owner is
granted.
4. The data, to which the keys are referring, are
combined in a way that “subsequent modifications
are detectable.”
These demands are fulfilled:
1. Personal data and PGP-Public-Key-data are noted
down on the certification application form and

signed after the presentation of an official identification paper.
2. The keys created by @GIT were produced with a
special PC without possibility to store or manipulate data.
3. The signing of the keys with the @GIT-key only
was done after the presentation of identification
card or passport, hence the DRG guarantees the
key owner’s identity.
4. Because of the @GIT-key-signature subsequent
alterations of the key become obvious at any time.
PKI-created advanced signatures are legally equivalent to the handshake of daily life.

4

Discussion

Even though only the qualified signature, respectively
the qualified signature with supplier accreditation, is
absolutely equivalent to the signing by hand, according to various lawyers the advanced signature fulfils
more than 90% of the requirements.
With its activities the initiative of the DRG has taken
an important step to the utilization of telematic applications in health care. Based on its results other projects (e.g. the Teleradiology-Initiative of @GIT) can
be carried out and find their way into the medical
workflow.
It is desirable that further professional associations or
Medical Boards join the initiative of the DRG or at
least set up their own corresponding compatible structures. Thus, without much effort, the legally incontestable foundations for the usage of telematic applications could be laid. Probably these infrastructures
will have raison d’être even after the establishment of
HPC, since HPC does not allow encoded transmission
of patients data abroad, due to the lack of corresponding infrastructures on the opposite side.

5
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